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Optelec ClearView+ Speech 

Makes Reading Easy Again

Sit back, relax 
and listen 

Does reading your newspaper or favorite book become too tiresome with 
a video magnifier? Do you lose time searching through text? Now enjoy 
the Optelec ClearView+ Speech. Sit back, relax, and listen to any printed 
documents as they are read aloud. 

The ClearView+ Speech combines video magnification and accurate 
text-to-speech that makes it easy to select what you want to read. It allows 
you to enlarge materials to a more comfortable size or change the high 
contrast viewing modes with one master dial. To activate the Speech feature, 
just touch the screen and instantly enjoy listening to articles, letters and 
books with a natural sounding voice and full page overview.  



Customize your ClearView+ with 
Optelec’s unique modular and stylish
 design. We can help you get started today! 

TIP...
The ClearView+ Speech 
is offered as a complete 

system or as a separate module
 to upgrade your existing ClearView+.

Step 1: Choose a monitor                        Step 2: Choose a model type

Step 3: Select your optional features

�� 24” Speech, HD Touchscreen (as shown)
�� 24” HD Widescreen, Matte
�� 24” TwinView PC Split-Screen, Matte
�� 22” Widescreen, Matte
�� 18.5” Widescreen, Matte

�� +LJK�'H¿QLWLRQ��+'�
�� True Color
�� %ODFN�	�:KLWH��H[FOXGHV�6SHHFK��

�� Basic Feature Pack
�� Advanced Feature Pack
�� Auto-Zoom Feature Pack
�� Foot Pedal
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Read documents with reliable    
Text-to-Speech / OCR
The ClearView+ Speech can 
instantly convert any printed text 
into speech. It makes it possible to 
access accurate information in a 
way that is most comfortable and 
easy for you, especially long text. 

The Point & Read interface allows 
you to simply touch the screen for 
the Speech feature, and then sit 
back, relax and listen. You also 
have the option to select video 
PDJQL¿FDWLRQ�WR�YLHZ�SKRWRV��ELOOV�
and read shorter text. 

  
Point directly at columns or 
words and read 
7R�VFUROO�ZLWKLQ�WKH�PDJQL¿HG�
GRFXPHQW��VZLSH�\RXU�¿QJHU�RQ�WKH�
24-inch HD touchscreen monitor. 
Simply tap a paragraph, column 
or word to activate the Speech 
function and instantly enjoy listening 
to articles, letters and books.        
That’s how easy it is!      

Store your documents or view 
your favorite photos
You have the convenience of saving 
documents or viewing digital photos 
on a SD card or USB drive and 
access them when you need them.

Customize your ClearView+ with 
Optelec’s unique modular and stylish
 design. We can help you get started today! 

Capture the whole page and 
navigate quickly
The ClearView+ Speech displays 
full pages and automatically 
LGHQWL¿HV�WKH�GRFXPHQW�RU�SKRWR�
layout. Switch instantly between 
full view or navigate to various 
sections. Never lose track of 
where you are again!

Step 2: Choose a model type
�� +LJK�'H¿QLWLRQ��+'�
�� True Color
�� %ODFN�	�:KLWH��H[FOXGHV�6SHHFK��
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Optelec
ClearView+Speech
Key benefits
��Intuitive 24” HD Touchscreen monitor
��Read long documents with accurate and reliable Text-to-Speech 
��Point directly at a column, paragraph or word & Read 
��Capture the whole document with Full Page overview
��Navigate quickly with intelligent document layout recognition
��Swipe your finger to scroll through the magnified text or photos
��Read text in high contrast while viewing pictures in full color
��More than 50 reading voices in over 30 languages
��Document and photo storage for later reference
��Picture viewer with zoom and slideshow to view favorite photos
��Continuous magnification of 1X to 85X��GHSHQGV�RQ�PRGHO�W\SH�
��Ergonomic product design with customizable features
��Built-in high sound quality stereo speakers and headphone port
� Compatible with all existing ClearView+ Systems; easily upgradable 
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  Available through your Authorized Optelec Dealer: 

  

Optelec U.S. Inc. 

Tel: 800.826.4200 - Fax: 800.368.4111 - info@optelec.com - www.optelec.com
Optelec has offices in: 

THe NeTHeRlANDS – GeRMANY – BelGIUM – UNITeD KINGDoM – USA – CANADA

“Im
proving the quality of life for the visually im

paired
– reaching out w

ith sim
ple and effective solutions.”

Simple and effective solutions for the blind and visually impaired


